Attention: Nominations were accepted for the positions of Local 591 Shop Stewards. As a result of the nominations received for the positions posted, the following Shop Stewards have won by acclamation:

Atlanta: Manuel Castro

Chicago:
- Title 1:
  - Shop Stewards for Afternoon Shift: Celso Sanchez; Troy Rhoads; Joseph Marshall; Jeff Pankiewicz
  - Shop Stewards for Midnight Shift: Ronald Herbert; Hugh Hawkins; Eric Schuette

St. Louis:
- Title 1: Shop Stewards for Midnight Shift: James Ellis; Gary Pearia; Joseph Brown

The Following Shop Steward Elections Are Available For Voting On the Local 591 Website from 11/27/13 at 17:00 CST to 12/5/13 at 17:00 CST:

StL:
- Title 5: Candidates for 1 Shop Steward Position for Midnight Shift: Jeffrey Schaninger; Kevin McCartney

The Following Shop Steward Position Did Not Receive Any Nominations:

Chicago:
- Title 1:
  - 1 Shop Steward for Day Shift: Vacant—No nominations received
  - Shop Stewards for Midnight Shift: 2 Vacant positions
- Title 5:
  - 2 Shop Steward for Day Shift: Vacant—No nominations received